
 

Science: Animals including humans  

- identify that animals, including humans, need the 

right types and amount of nutrition, and that they 

cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from 

what they eat 

- identify that humans and some other animals have 

skeletons and muscles for support, protection and 

movement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maths 

 

- Add and subtract numbers mentally 

- Add and subtract numbers up to 3 

digits with formal written methods 

- Estimate answers to calculations and 

use the inverse operations to check 

answers 

- Solve problems including missing 

number problems 

- Use number facts to assist with 

more complex addition and 

subtractions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Art & design 

technology: 

Art:  

Print making  

Design technology:  

Food and nutrition  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

History: 

Bronze age and Iron age introduction:  

- The changes in Britain from the stone age to the 

iron age 

- Bronze Age religion, technology and travel, for 

example, Stonehenge 

- Iron Age hill forts: tribal kingdoms, farming, art 

and culture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

French:  

How old are you? 
Phonics (eu & au) 
Languages 
Nationalities (with adjs) 
Sentence building  
Competition week 

Culture – Christmas. 

 

 

 

English: Leon and the Place Between and ’Twas the Night 

before Christmas Anon. 

We will be learning to:  

- Use inference to depict character thoughts and 

feelings    

-  To write in the third person  

-  To use formal language and rhetorical questions 

-  To use inverted commas for reported speech 

-   Edit and improve writing 

Written outcomes:  

Writing a complaint letter 

Develop a simple story plot 

Prepare and perform narrative poems 

Reading   

Identify an appropriate theme for a text Use clues to interpret 

the intended meaning structure and answer a range of 

different types of questions. 

Comment on poetic effects Use inference skills to gain meaning 

from a range of texts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RE: 

Believing and belonging:  

How Jews remember God’s 

covenant to Abraham and 

Moses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Connect PSHE 

Focus: Self care  

Children practise using 

their Discoverer, Noticer, 

Advisor and Values skills to 

understanding their own 

physical activity, including 

tracking the consequences 

of their exercise 

behaviour, and using Values 

to guide what they do. 

 

 

Music- Charanga  

Enjoying improvisation 

What stories does music tell us about the past?  

 

 

PE: Dodgeball 

- Work as part of a team  

- Show enthusiasm, 

determination, and 

resilience. 

- Compete under pressure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geography 

- name and locate counties and cities of 

the United Kingdom 

-  geographical regions and their 

identifying human and physical 

characteristics 

- key topographical features (including 

hills, mountains, coasts and rivers), and 

land-use patterns 

- understand how some of these aspects 

have changed over time 

 

 

 

 

 


